Britannica
School

The go-to resource
for learning more
about any subject.

The most comprehensive source
of factual information for students
of all ages and reading abilities.
elearn.eb.com/britannica-school

3 Unique levels to personalise
learning for every student
Primary / Elementary
(Foundation - Grade 5)
Primary level students have a safe
place to search, discover, and explore!
3 Age-appropriate, mobile
device-friendly design*
3 Article read-aloud*
3 Games and interactive tools
for learning

Middle (Grade 6 - 8)
Middle level students can comfortably
learn at their own pace, with thousands
of age-appropriate articles, images and
videos aligned to curriculum.
3 Adjustable reading levels*
3 Double-click dictionary*
3 Article, Media and Biography Browse*

High / Secondary (Grade 9+)
High school students have easy access
to balanced, current and carefully factchecked information when researching
any subject or topic.
3 Advanced search
3 Full-text translation*
3 Auto-generated citations*
3 Searchable magazines, journal
articles and primary sources*
*Feature or tool available across all levels.

Designed to meet the needs of
today’s students and teachers
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Reading Levels
Adjust content depth
and complexity.

Text-to-Speech
Hear articles read aloud.

Citations
Generate resource
citations with one click.

Translate
Translate articles into
over 100 languages.

Combat
misinformation

Aligned to changing
curriculums

Protect student
data & privacy

Safeguard learning with
an award-winning source
of factual information that
students can always refer to.

Content on Britannica School
is aligned to latest curriculum
standards and regularly
reviewed by experts.

A secure, cloud-based
platform that does not
track or store individual
user information.

Integrate with
existing systems

Uninterrupted access
in class and remotely

Personalise learning
for every student

Compatible with most LMS in
use today, including Google,
Microsoft, Canvas and Softlink.

Accessible on any device with
an internet connection. Content
can even be saved or printed
for use offline.

Adjustable reading levels
and built-in accessibility
tools ensure no student
is ever left behind.

Engage students with
important local topics
that are uniquely
significant to them

Britannica School is committed to providing
balanced regional perspectives with a
growing collection of articles and media
on local people, history and events.
Australia
Topics
• Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Trade

• First Fleet

• Anzac Day

• Immigration to
Australia

• Australia in World War I

(L) Australians gather at a polling place in Brisbane in 1907.
(R) In the late 1800s pearl divers in Australia wore copper helmets.

• Forgotten Australians

• Australian Gold Rushes

• Indigenous Australian
Country

• Australian biographies

• Roaring Twenties

• Conservation in Australia • The Dreaming

New Zealand
Topics
• Bastion Point
Land Occupation
• Hawke’s Bay
Earthquake of 1931
• Kiri Te Kanawa

• Te Rangi Hīroa
• Treaty of Waitangi
• Whakaari/White Island
Volcanic Eruption of 2019
• Zoi Sadowski-Synnott

• Whina Cooper
(L) Feathery tree ferns in Whirinaki Te Pua-a-Tāne Conservation Park.
(R) A cable car carries people in Wellington, New Zealand .

• New Zealand Wars

Asia
Topics
• Asia World Leaders
at a Glance
• Chinese Literature
• Mekong River Delta
(L) Honda Ishirō on the set of Kingu Kongu tai Gojira (1962).
(R) Al-Asyikin Mosque, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

• Japan Earthquake and
Tsunami of 2011

• Mongol Empire
• Borobudur
• Tu Youyou
• Tokugawa Period (Japan)
• Zheng He

For more information contact:
contact@eb.com.au
+61 2 9915 8800
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